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1. Executive Summary
This research project examines the often contentious relationship between the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) and the sport of Alpine skiing. Alpine skiers tested the patience of the IOC on
many occasions in the mid-twentieth century because their sport exposed many of the implicit
contradictions between the economically-profitable global event that the modern Olympic Games became
and the founding principles defined by Pierre de Coubertin at the end of the nineteenth century. Many
critics within the IOC and among the public at large viewed Alpine skiing as both the epitome and the
vector of the increasing commercialization and “gigantism” of the Winter Olympic Games and in the
postwar era calls to reform skiing, remove it from the Olympic program, or even end the Winter Games
entirely grew in volume. To trace the historical relationship between the IOC and one of its most popular
winter sports, I examined a wide array of archival materials at the Olympic Studies Center in Lausanne,
including documents pertaining to various Winter Olympic Games, correspondence between the IOC and
National Olympic Committees (NOCs) and the International Ski Federation (FIS), respectively, and the
personal files of prominent members of the IOC.
My research suggests that the conflict between the IOC and Alpine skiers, while often stressful to
all parties involved, was in fact a productive tension. The philosophical and logistical challenges that
Alpine skiing posed to the Olympic Movement forced both sides to moderate their activities. The unique
characteristics of Alpine skiing forced the IOC to alter its statutes and make some concessions to the
modernizing trends affecting sport, allowing the Olympics to maintain their popularity and relevance in
the era of televised, commercialized sport. On the other hand, the desire of Alpine skiers and their
representatives to take part in the Winter Olympics - the most visible and prestigious stage for their sport compelled the representatives of the sport to temper the increasing commercialism and professionalization
that attended their sport’s increasing popularity.
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2. Research Subject and Objectives
Background
The Winter Olympic Games as currently composed are a well-established “mega-event” that
comprise a vital half of the Olympic calendar. The most recent Games, held in Vancouver, Canada in
February 2010, brought together over 2,600 athletes from 82 nations to compete in 86 events. The place
of the Winter Games in the Olympic movement has not always been so secure, however. The first Winter
Games were not held until 1924 (the modern Summer Games were first staged in 1896) and in the early
stages before World War II - and especially in the Winter Games held at Chamonix, France (1924), St.
Moritz, Switzerland (1928), and Lake Placid, USA (1932) - the continuation of the Winter Games was by
no means guaranteed. The 1936 Winter Olympics, coordinated by the Nazi regime and hosted in the
German Alpine resort community of Garmisch-Partenkirchen, proved that the Winter Games were both
viable and immensely popular. Nevertheless, the caesura in the quadrennial cycle forced by the Second
World War and the destruction of the war forced the organizers of the 1948 Winter Games at St. Moritz to
orchestrate a simpler and more modest event than that staged in Germany in 1936. Throughout the 1950s
and 1960s, the Winter Olympic Games grew massively in terms of participating nations, total number of
athletes, and money spent by the hosts to organize and stage the increasingly expensive and complex
Games. The vector of growth charted by the Winter Olympic Games from the mid-1920s until the 1970s
parallels that of one of its most popular events - Alpine skiing.
Skiing first developed as a competitive sport in the mid-nineteenth century in Scandinavia, as
skiers in Norway staged races and jumping competitions, moving skis from the realm of utilitarian
transport to that of leisure and sport. Before long, Norwegian expatriates, tourists, and students
introduced skiing to Central Europe and skiers from across Europe found the Alps especially enticing,
given their altitude, diverse terrain, and good snowpack. Skiing quickly became popular in Central
Europe as both a leisure activity and a sport. In the sporting realm, skiers staged races much like those
organized in Scandinavia. These races were generally “Nordic” in character and focused on long
traverses of undulating, hilly terrain such as that found in Scandinavia.
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By the 1920s, however, skiers in the Alps had developed a unique skiing method - “Alpine
skiing” - that responded directly to the Alpine landscape. Skiers seized upon the high altitudes and steep
terrain of the Alps to create a sport that stressed speed and the perfect technical execution of high-speed
turns as opposed to the Nordic focus on endurance over long distances. As a result, an international group
of skiers based in Austria and Switzerland “invented” the competitive Alpine skiing disciplines of
downhill and slalom in the 1920s. After facing some challenges from defenders of the Nordic status quo,
the downhill disciplines were first included in the FIS World Championships in 1931 and at the Winter
Olympics in 1936.
Alpine skiing was much better suited than Nordic skiing to the sporting ethos of the modern
spectator and quickly grew in popularity. Whereas an Alpine racer traversed the racecourse in a matter of
minutes at seemingly superhuman speeds and with the ever-present risk of a disastrous crash, the shortest
Nordic race, 18 kilometers in length, was routinely won in the 1920s and 1930s by racers who completed
the course in well over an hour. Alpine skiing thus appeared especially modern to spectators in
comparison to the older ancestry and more deliberate pace of Nordic skiing. By the time the Winter
Olympics resumed their quadrennial cycle after World War II, Alpine skiing had become one of the
marquee events of the Games, alongside figure skating and ice hockey.
Research Topic
In spite of the marketability of Alpine skiing, Olympic organizers had a very ambivalent
relationship with the sport. This research project aims to trace the conflicted relationship that the IOC had
with Alpine skiing and the FIS from the first appearance of the Alpine disciplines in the 1920s through the
end of the IOC presidency of Avery Brundage, perhaps the most visible and vitriolic opponent of Alpine
skiing, in 1972. Critics saw the problems of Alpine skiing - the organizational obstacles to staging Alpine
races, the relative lack of global participation in the sport, and the way Alpine skiers flaunted the IOC’s
amateurism rules - as outweighing the benefits the sport brought to the Olympic Games in terms of
popularity and cultural relevance. For Avery Brundage and other critics, the excesses of Alpine skiing
epitomized the problems underlying the Winter Games as a whole. As a result, Alpine skiing in this time
period played a dual role in relation to the Winter Olympics. On the one hand, the sport bolstered the
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popularity of the Winter Games, attracting newspaper readers, radio listeners, television viewers, and live
spectators with its high-speed action and its associations with modernity and luxury. Alpine skiing played
a vital role in setting the Winter Olympics on solid ground and in making them popular and profitable.
On the other hand, the profitability and popularity of the sport made it a ripe target for commercialization
by manufacturers, tourism interests, and even national governments. The progressive materialism and
professionalization of Alpine skiing conflicted with the amateur ethic of the Olympic Movement.
Therefore, enemies of the sport and the Winter Olympics as a whole targeted Alpine skiing in an attempt
to return the Olympic Movement to the foundational principles defined by Pierre de Coubertin at the turn
of the century. In short, Alpine skiing symbolized the increasing modernity of sport and of the Olympic
Games to both devotees of the sport and detractors. The battle over Alpine skiing in the mid-twentieth
century was a proxy for a broader struggle over the meaning and function of the Olympic Games as a
whole.
3. Academic Significance and Impact of the Project on the Olympic Movement
This research project enhances our understanding of the Winter Olympics and the role of one of
its most popular sports in both bolstering the popularity of the Winter Games and in generating
controversies, while also shedding light on the relationship between the Winter Olympics and broader
economic, social, and cultural trends. The relationship between the IOC and the sport of Alpine skiing at once one of the most popular and most problematic of the events staged at the Winter Games - was
defined by internecine conflict within the IOC. Whereas proponents of the sport considered the
popularity and marketability of Alpine skiing as a boon to the Winter Olympics, Avery Brundage and
other opponents saw in Alpine skiing a threat to the non-commercial, amateur ethos envisioned by
Coubertin. This conflict presents many insights into the role of the Olympic Games in modern society.
Both sides considered the Olympics to be a creation of modern society (albeit with ancient roots) that
existed to celebrate and cultivate man’s most noble aspirations - individual dedication to a goal, the
fostering of camaraderie, and the execution of great feats. Each side differed, however, in its
interpretation of the implications of the relationship between modern society and these abstract principles.
The proponents of Alpine skiing, both active practitioners and non-skiers alike, assumed that the Olympic
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Games would reflect broader trends in modern society. Thus, as modern society became progressively
commercialized and professionalized, it was to be expected that Alpine skiing and the Winter Games in
general would follow suit. The opponents of Alpine skiing disagreed, however, arguing that the Olympic
Games must exist as a bastion from the decadence and materialism of modern society. For Avery
Brundage and others who critiqued the sport, the abstract principles championed by Coubertin could not
be amended to reflect modern society; in fact, it was the timelessness and purity of these very principles
that made the Olympic Games so necessary in the twentieth century. Alpine skiing catalyzed and gave
form to many of these debates in the mid-twentieth century thanks to its particularly modern nature and
ethos.
This study further shows that the Olympic Games were driven not only by the abstract principles
first defined by Coubertin, but also by logistical concerns. Coubertin’s principles were disseminated not
through publications or speeches, but through athletic action. The athletic spectacle was transmitted in
the form of the modern “mega-event,” a sort of Gesamtkunstwerk comprising sporting competitions,
artistic endeavor, and communal experience for both athletes and spectators. As a modern “mega-event,”
the Olympics existed at the confluence of modern culture, capitalist economic imperatives, and social
processes such as democratization. The challenge that Alpine skiing posed to the IOC lay in the manner
that Alpine skiing related to and thrived upon the modern forces comprising the mega-event and its
essential mission to both entertain and remain economically viable. This mission often clashed with the
definitions of Olympism offered by Coubertin and elaborated upon by his successors. Thus, this project
helps to illustrate the tension between the logistical imperatives of the modern Olympic Games and the
timeless principles that afford the Games their meaning.
4. Methodology
To assess the relationship between the Winter Olympic Games and the sport of Alpine skiing, I
apply the methods and paradigms of cultural history in order to examine the multiple layers of meaning
and the competing discourses surrounding Alpine skiing.1 I aim to examine the meanings of Alpine
skiing based on how individuals practiced the sport, the meanings that individuals and groups associated
1

On cultural history, see Lynn Hunt, ed., The New Cultural History (Berkeley, 1989).
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with the sport, and how these practices and meanings manifested themselves in the quadrennial Winter
Olympics. Contrary to other prominent historians of sport, I argue that the culture of sport is not merely a
reflection of the socio-economic foundations of society but that sport also plays a vital role in
constructing these foundations.2 Thus, sport is not solely passive or reactive to social and economic
developments, but also gives direction to these very trends. As this study of the relationship between
Alpine skiing and the Winter Olympics illustrates, sport can play a formative role in promoting economic
development, driving social trends (such as democratization), and defining modern culture (such as the
leisure and entertainment preferences of the masses).
5. Key Information Sources
In order to discern the relationship between Alpine skiing and the Olympic Movement, I
examined a wide array of published and unpublished sources available at the Olympic Studies Center in
Lausanne.
Archival Sources
• IOC Executive Commission Minutes (Annual)
• IOC Sessions Minutes (Annual)
• IOC Correspondence with FIS
• IOC Correspondence with National Skiing Federations
• Correspondence of noteworthy IOC members
• The Avery Brundage Collection (digitized from the originals at the University of Illinois)
• Files relating to the following Winter Olympic Games3:
• Chamonix, France - 1924
• St. Moritz, Switzerland - 1928
• Lake Placid, New York, USA - 1932
• Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany - 1936
• St. Moritz, Switzerland - 1948
• Oslo, Norway - 1952
• Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy - 1956
• Squaw Valley, California, USA - 1960
• Innsbruck, Austria - 1964
• Grenoble, France - 1968
• Sapporo, Japan - 1972
• Innsbruck, Austria - 1976
Published Sources
• Official Reports for the above-listed Winter Olympics
• Revue Olympique
2

For socio-economic explanations of the diffusion and popularity of sports, see Allen Guttmann, From Ritual to
Record: The Nature of Modern Sports (New York, 1978). On skiing in particular, see E. John B. Allen, The Culture
and Sport of Skiing: From Antiquity to World War II (Amherst, 2007).
3 The IOC’s Winter Games files include a variety of sources including host candidature files, internal
correspondence, financial reports, protocols, press clippings, scrapbooks, and other ephemera.
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• Journals in sport history and the sociology of sport
• Reference works on the Olympic Movement
• Monographs on the history of sport, the history of skiing, and the history of the Olympic movement
6. Results
In the wake of the 1968 Winter Olympic Games held at Grenoble, France, the American president
of the IOC, Avery Brundage, disseminated a scathing circular letter to all IOC members in which he
offered his appraisal of the recently completed games. Brundage, ever cognizant of the symbiotic
relationship between the Olympic Games and the press, began his tirade by lamenting how the press had
come out against the Grenoble Games, considering them to be a “fiasco” plagued by “nationalism,
gigantism, and commercialism.” According the Brundage, the general assessment of the press (and also,
it should be noted, Brundage’s own assessment) was that “the Xth Olympic Winter Games strayed so far
from the objectives of the Olympic Movement, that if they cannot be reformed they should be
abolished.”4 The 1968 Games, which had cost over 1 billion Francs to stage, were an unmitigated disaster
in the eyes of the IOC President. While the press was not as uniformly critical as Brundage suggested,
there were certainly rumblings among journalists that rampant commercialism and logistical issues
distracted from the athletic competitions.
The offenses of the Grenoble Games were legion. First, the number of competitors, the mob of
trainers, press, and spectators, and the high standard of facilities required by world-class athletes created a
logistical nightmare. In his missive, Brundage lamented how the organizers had spread the various events
throughout the entire Dauphiné region, making it impossible to attend multiple events in one day. In a
shocking rebuke to the hosts, Brundage voiced his displeasure at this development in his speech to open
the 1968 Winter Games, where he argued that given the spread of the sporting events throughout the
Dauphiné, “we now have several Olympic Villages instead of one, as required by Olympic rules. The
friendly, intimate charm of Chamonix [host of the first Winter Olympic Games in 1924] has perforce
departed.” 5 The existence of multiple Olympic villages to house competitors and the wide distribution of
competition sites sapped the usual festive atmosphere from the Games and thus eliminated the possibility
4 Avery

Brundage, “Reflections on the Xth Olympic Winter Games,” attachment to Circular Letter from Brundage to
all IOC Members, April 26, 1969, 1. Avery Brundage Collection (hereafter ABC), Box 71, Ref: AB/M/487.
5 Xemes Jeux Olympiques d’Hiver/Xth Winter Olympic Games: Official Report (Grenoble, 1969), 165.
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for camaraderie among the athletes representing various nations. Brundage further critiqued the logistical
problems of the Winter Games in his postmortem assessment, noting that
the Games are supposed to be a festival of snow sport – there was no snow in Grenoble. An
Opening Ceremony without snow is colorless and artificial and can be staged in any city. The
traditional Olympic atmosphere of a concentrated, intimate festival was almost completely
absent.6
In the President’s mind, the Grenoble Games abandoned the snowy, quaint intimacy that differentiated the
Winter Olympic Games from the Summer Games. Whereas once the Winter Games had once existed as a
foil to the gigantism of the Summer Games, which were routinely held in world metropolises (e.g. 1960
in Rome, 1964 in Tokyo, and 1968 in Mexico City), the 1968 Games in Grenoble suggested to Brundage
and others that the Winter Games were just as much a global “mega-event” as the Summer Games. The
logistics of staging a world-class mega-event in a short, two-week timeframe necessitated a shift away
from the quaint village scene that typified earlier Winter Games, a development that left many, including
the IOC President, dismayed.7
The commercialization of the Games troubled Brundage even more than the logistical issues.
Because of a loophole in French legal statutes at the time, there was no legal protection for Olympic
imagery and as a result, French companies used the Olympics to sell luggage, aftershave, soda,
champagne, beer, banking services, matches and lighters, and most shockingly to Brundage, cigarettes.8
The economic exploitation of the Games extended beyond the realm of private enterprise to the state
itself. Much of this manipulation by the state was benign or even beneficial, as local, regional, and
national governments had long used the hosting of Olympic Games as a spur for economic development.
Brundage spoke positively of the effects that the improved infrastructure spurred by the Grenoble Games
would have upon the citizens of Grenoble, who would enjoy “a much more attractive, efficient and
prosperous community” for generations to come. On the other hand, Brundage lamented how the French
state manipulated the Games to the economic benefit of France. Pierre de Coubertin, said Brundage in his
opening speech,

6

Brundage, “Reflections on the Xth Olympic Winter Games,” 2.
The 1952 Winter Olympic Games in Oslo, Norway and the 1964 Winter Games in Innsbruck, Austria are the
exceptions to the small-village setting for the Winter Games.
8 Serge Lang, “Quinze Millions pour le Ski,” Feuille d’Avis de Lausanne, October 13, 1970.
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did not dream that governments, instead of using sport for educational purposes, would make it
their business to develop an elite class of athletes to promote tourism and the sports equipment
and clothing business. Are we to sit idly by and see the Olympic Movement, the most important
social force in the world today, swamped in a materialistic tide of commercialism and
nationalism?9
Whether the interests were private or public, Brundage believed that the Winter Games had become little
more than a stage for the expansion of economic interests, with the sporting events themselves becoming
commodified in the form of omnipresent logos on skiers’ equipment. Brundage was so incensed by the
FIS’ broken promises to cover up Alpine skiers’ logos that he refused to attend the Alpine competitions at
the 1968 Winter Games and assigned a deputy to distribute the medals.10
Brundage, sickened by the various ways that the Grenoble Games tarnished the Olympic
Movement, questioned the continued viability of the Winter Games as a whole, believing the institution to
be beyond reform. In his critique of the 1968 Games and the Winter Olympics as a whole, Brundage
compared the state of the modern Winter Olympics with the principles established by Pierre de Coubertin.
The father of the modern Olympics would be horrified by the “rank commercialization” of the Winter
Games, as well as the increasing atomization of the event. The geographical dissolution of the Winter
Games was so extreme, contended Brundage, that they were not truly Olympics, but rather “half a dozen
world championships taking place at locations as much as 50 kilometers apart.”11
Brundage pressed his point further through a selective reading of Coubertin’s written oeuvre,
arguing that “Baron de Coubertin was strongly opposed [to the Winter Olympics]. He insisted that there
can only be one Olympic Games” [Brundage’s emphasis]. The Winter Olympics were a failure because
they failed to excite universal interest:
Half of the 126 National Olympic Committees recognized by the IOC have no interest
whatsoever, and by far the great majority of the world have neither the desire nor the opportunity
to participate in winter sport. As for the events which involve sliding down a mountain, like the
Alpine ski events, the field is still more limited.
Even athletes from countries that professed great interest in winter sports, such as Finland, Holland, and
Britain, had great difficulty in participating in events such as Alpine skiing and the bobsled because they
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Brundage, “Reflections on the Xth Olympic Winter Games,” 2.
11 Ibid., 4-5.
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could not train without relocating to mountainous areas that did not exist in their home countries. For
Brundage, the principal sin of the Winter Olympic Games was as follows:
Winter sports can never be universal as Olympic sports are supposed to be, and it is even doubtful
that they are widely practiced in 25 countries as required by Olympic rules. Moreover, they are
subject to weather conditions which frequently interfere with the competitions as they did at
Grenoble [Brundage’s emphasis]. 12
President Brundage thus made his displeasure with the state of the modern Winter Olympic
Games known both publicly and privately. He critiqued the Winter Games on both logistical and
philosophical grounds and argued that the Olympic Movement as a whole sacrificed more in terms of
prestige and moral authority by staging the Winter Games than it gained in publicity or profits. For
Brundage and other critics of the Winter Olympics, the sport of Alpine skiing was particularly odious
because it constantly challenged the IOC’s amateur statues. Alpine skiing posed a major philosophical
challenge to the amateur foundations of the modern Olympic Games as well as a logistical challenge.
Unlike other popular winter events such as skating and ice hockey, Alpine skiing is dependent on unique
climate and terrain conditions. As the Winter Olympics progressively grew towards “mega-event”
proportions, the vagaries of the winter climate and the need for very specific types of terrain posed a
major challenge to Olympic organizers and undermined the IOC’s vision to hold its quadrennial festival
in a small, delimited space. Thus, philosophical and logistical objections to Alpine skiing and the Winter
Olympics as a whole were not separate, but were tightly connected to one another, as the requirements of
Alpine skiing undermined the philosophical ideals established by Coubertin. The dependence of the sport
on climatic and topographical conditions appealed to those who wished to experience “pristine” nature,
whereas the connection between Alpine skiing and the leisure industry (equipment manufacturers, tour
operators, resort owners, etc.) made the sport a symbol of luxury and modernity.13 The very
characteristics that made Alpine skiing a quintessentially modern sport and widely popular among
spectators and enthusiasts were profoundly troublesome to the IOC, producing great tension between
Olympic skiers and the IOC.
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Ibid., 3-4.
In his Circular Letter to IOC members, Brundage questioned whether a sport that was “so much a part of the
entertainment business” deserved a spot on the Olympic program. Ibid., 6.
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To trace the unique and often strained relationship between the IOC and the sport of Alpine
skiing, I begin by tracing the early administrative history of the Winter Olympic Games, examining why
the Winter Games were desirable in the early part of the twentieth century and how the 1924 Chamonix
Games came to be held. Next, I discuss the attitude of Pierre de Coubertin and other prominent figures
within the IOC regarding the relationship of the Winter Games to the Olympic Movement as a whole and
the objections of Brundage and others to the Winter Olympics as an institution. I then move on to discuss
the greatest philosophical challenge that Alpine skiing posed to the Olympic movement: the fraught
relationship that skiers and their representative bodies (National Olympic Committees and the FIS) had
with the IOC on the issue of amateurism. I then shift to discuss the logistical problems posed by Alpine
skiing and its dependence on climatic and topographical conditions that were often beyond the control of
the host community. I end by connecting the unique logistical needs of Alpine skiing to the challenges
posed by staging the modern Olympic mega-event in mountainous areas that often lacked the
infrastructure and luxuries of twentieth century urban civilization. In the conclusion, I discuss how the
very characteristics that proved so maddening to the IOC formed the basis for the increasing popularity of
Alpine skiing and how the conclusion of the Brundage presidency signaled a shift not only in the tense
relationship between Alpine skiers and the IOC, but in the nature of the Olympic Movement as a whole.
Modern winter sports developed in the second half of the nineteenth century as the middle classes
enjoyed more leisure time and applied the rational and performance-based ethos of modern sport to
winter transportation technologies such as skis, ice skates, and the sled. The improvement of
transportation and hotel infrastructure in the late nineteenth century was especially important for those
disciplines that could only be practiced in mountainous areas, such as bobsledding, the luge, and Alpine
skiing. Because of these improvements, more and more Europeans began to take vacations in the winter,
often staying at resorts in the Alps for a number of weeks to relax and practice winter sports, with skiing,
bobsledding, and ice skating most popular among them. In the process, winter sports became associated
with health and vigor. At the Inaugural Banquet to herald the opening of the 1928 Winter Olympics in St.
Moritz, the President of the Swiss Confederation, Edmund Schulthess, described winter sports as
beneficial to humanity, because their “struggle against winter, the cold and the gale, either on the
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mountains or on the frozen waters and plains of the north” required “strength and skill… [and fostered]
endurance, presence of mind, courage, goodwill, cooperation, sense of beauty.”14
By the turn of the century, the increasing popularity of winter sports and the general agreement
about the salubrious benefits of the sports led many to call for the inclusion of winter sports in the
Olympic Movement. At the turn of the century, Pierre de Coubertin resisted the creation of Winter
Olympic Games because because Norway and Sweden, the birthplace of modern winter sports, staged
popular events. These included the annual Holmenkollen ski festival held in Oslo, Norway since 1892
and the Nordic Games, an Olympics-style event dedicated to winter sports that was held on eight
occasions between 1901 and 1926.15 In the first decade of the twentieth century, Coubertin deemed a
separate Winter Olympic Games competition to be not only redundant, but also counter to the Olympic
spirit. The early Olympics as conceived by Coubertin were marked by a unity of Olympic space - the
charter required that the Olympics be held at one site only, and very few cities possessed the necessary
climatic and topographical conditions to host both the Summer and the Winter Games. 16
The Secretary General of the IOC, Count Eugenio Brunetta d’Usseaux of Italy, was an active
proponent of the inclusion of winter sports in the Olympic program. At the 12th IOC Session, held in
Budapest, Austria-Hungary in 1911, the Secretary General asked the Swedish National Olympic
Committee, which was preparing to host the 1912 Olympic Games in Stockholm, if they were preparing a
program of winter games. When the Swedes answered that they were not because the Nordic Games
were scheduled to take place in Stockholm in the early months of 1913, Brunetta wondered whether these
games might become the Olympic Games.17 While no decision was made on this matter, by the 1910s
select members of the IOC clamored to include winter sports in the Olympic program. As Brunetta’s
request illustrates, some agreement would have to be reached with the organizers of the Nordic Games,
14

“General Report of Executive Committee of the Games of St-Moritz 1928,” 27. IOC Archive (hereafter IOC),
CIO JO-1928W-RAPPO, SD1: Rapport du Comité Exécutif des Jeux et documents officiels divers, 1928.
15 All of the games took place in Stockholm, Sweden, except for the 1903 Nordic Games, which were hosted by
Oslo. On the relationship between the Olympic Movement and the Nordic Games, see Stefanie Arlt, “Von der
Nordischen Spielen über die olympischen Wintersportwettbewerbe (1908-1920) zu den ersten Olympischen
Winterspielen in Chamonix” (Thesis, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, 2001).
16 Arnd Krüger, “The History of the Olympic Winter Games, the Invention of a Tradition” in Matti Goksøyr, Gerd
von der Lippe, and Kristen Mo, eds., Winter Games, Warm Traditions: Selected papers from the 2. international
ISHPES seminar, Lillehammer 1994 (Sankt Augustin, 1996), 104-105.
17 IOC, IOC Sessions Minutes, Budapest, Austria-Hungary 1911, 5-6.
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which remained the most prominent and important of the winter sports competitions in the early twentieth
century. To stage both Nordic Games and Winter Olympic Games - veritable world championships of
winter sports - would prove redundant and confusing.
In the meantime, winter sports began to appear at the Summer Olympics. The 1908 Olympic
Games held in London staged figure skating competitions on artificial ice and the 1920 Antwerp games
included figure skating and ice hockey. By the early 1920s, Coubertin had begun to reconsider his
opposition to Winter Olympic Games. In his memoirs, Coubertin noted that in the early 1920s he
recognized that “in the last twenty-five years, winter sports had not only developed in a number of other
countries but they were so truly amateur, so frank and so pure in their sporting dignity that their complete
exclusion from the Olympic program deprived it of much force and value.”18 Coubertin saw great
potential for a symbiotic relationship between winter sports and the Olympic Movement, wherein the
Olympics would benefit from their increasing popularity and purity of spirit, while winter sports would
gain new devotees and great moral force by receiving the Olympic seal of approval. Given the difficulty
in finding suitable sites for the Winter Games in terms of ideal climate and terrain, Coubertin recognized
that the Winter Olympics would require an autonomous cycle to suit their logistical needs.19
The IOC took up the issue of the Winter Games at the 1921 Session in Lausanne when French
NOC members Count Justinien de Clary and Marquis Melchior de Polignac declared that France desired
to host a winter sports exhibition connected to the 1924 Olympic Games to be hosted in Paris. They
hoped to secure the imprimatur of the IOC to popularize winter sports and in the process to attract visitors
to French mountain resorts, which competed with resorts from other Alpine countries for guests. Perhaps
unsurprisingly given their investment in the Nordic Games, the Swedes protested that winter sports “do
not constitute an integral part of the Olympic Games.” Other members complained that holding winter
sport competitions at a different time and place from the usual summer competitions ran counter to the
Olympic spirit. When put to a vote, the IOC agreed to afford its patronage to the Winter Sports Week to

18
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Pierre de Coubertin, Olympic Memoirs (Lausanne, 1979), 107.
Ibid., 108.
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be held in the Alpine village of Chamonix in Winter 1924 only as an annex, and not as an integral part of
the Olympic Games or a formal part of the cycle. 20
The 1924 Winter Sports Week was a great success in both sporting and organizational terms, as
258 athletes representing 16 nations competed in a variety of events, attracting a total of over 32,000
spectators. The Winter Sports Week proved so successful that at the IOC Session the following year, the
Executive Committee took up a proposal to the group winter sports into a special cycle, benefitting both
the popularity of the winter sports and the economy of the host community. On May 27, 1925 Marquis de
Polignac presented a charter for the Winter Olympic Games. The charter stated that the Winter Olympics
would follow a distinct cycle, but would be held the same year as the Summer Games, with preference for
hosting the Winter Olympics given to the country hosting the Summer Olympic Games, should they have
the desire and environmental “capacity” to organize them.21 The following year, the IOC retroactively
named the 1924 Winter Sports Week at Chamonix the First Winter Olympic Games, thus establishing the
separate cycle for winter sports.22
As the graphs below suggest, the Winter Olympics grew at a remarkable rate from its modest
beginnings in 1924.23
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IOC, IOC Sessions Minutes, Lausanne, Switzerland 1921, 10-12.
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22 IOC, IOC Sessions Minutes, Lisbon, Portugal May 6, 1926, 8.
23 Chart figures compiled from Winter Olympic Games official reports, available at http://www.la84foundation.org/
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Figure 1: Total Events Contested
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Figure 2: Number of Competing Nations
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Figure 3: Number of Competing Athletes
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In spite of the surging growth in participation and interest in the Winter Olympic Games, some began to
question the value of the games. Some anticipated Avery Brundage’s later complaint that the Winter
Games lacked a universal character. In the wake of the 1928 St. Moritz Games, a French columnist
lamented that winter sports remained a preserve for wealthy Westerners, noting that he could not imagine
Hindus and Mexicans rivaling Finns and Canadians in sports like skiing or ice skating. As a result, for
the majority of the world’s population, winter sports inspired little more than “courteous interest,” as
opposed to fiery passion.24
The most vexing and enduring philosophical question related to the Winter Games, however, was
that of amateurism. The use of specialized and often expensive equipment by the likes of skiers, hockey
players, and ice skaters and the connection between winter sports and the tourism and leisure industries
made winter sports ripe for commercialization, a development that ran counter to the amateurism statues
of the IOC. Alpine skiing was especially associated with commercial ventures because a ski outing often
required transport to a resort and overnight accommodation alongside a long list of equipment ranging
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from skis, poles, and bindings to boots, jackets, gloves, and sunglasses. As corporations began to
recognize the marketability of the increasingly popular sport, skiing was used to sell everything from skin
creams and sports drinks to cameras and cigarettes.
Pierre de Coubertin defined the original principles of Olympic amateurism in the late nineteenth
century while developing the modern Olympic Games, arguing that only pure amateurism would allow
sports to fulfill their pedagogical role. By taking up sports for enjoyment and self-improvement and not
for monetary gain, athletes would learn self-discipline, foster camaraderie, and enter into the world with
health and wisdom. Coubertin struggled to define amateurism throughout his life, noting in his memoirs
that the abstract principle posed a repeated and “elusive” problem. While amateurism seemed a matter of
unequivocal ethics to many, Coubertin quickly recognized the ambiguity of the concept, describing
amateurism as an intractable nuisance, “popping up again like a water polo ball that slips and slides out of
your grasp like a cat, to end up taunting you just out of reach.” Though Coubertin had long stood for the
principles of amateurism, by the end of his life he wrote that he often feigned his enthusiasm for the
concept, describing his attitude with the following religious metaphor:
To me, sport was a religion with its church, dogmas, service... but above all a religious feeling,
and it seemed to me as childish to make all this depend on whether an athlete had received a five
franc coin as automatically to consider the parish verger an unbeliever because he receives a
salary for looking after the church.25
The amateur principle was not a an “état de fait” for Coubertin, but instead an “état d’esprit.”26
Coubertin further recognized that in some cases, the amateur concept could do more harm than good,
arguing that the amateur concept imported class distinctions into what he envisioned as a democratic and
egalitarian movement. Because only members of the middle class could afford to make the sacrifices
necessary to practice sport at a world-class level, in terms of both money and time, the amateur statutes
had the effect of maintaining Olympic sport as a preserve of the middle classes well into the twentieth
century. Thus, as Richard Gruneau has shown, proponents of amateurism believed that the concept
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upheld moral values, but in reality amateurism cemented class, gender, and racial distinctions favoring the
white, male bourgeois and “operate[d] as an inflexible bureaucratic reflex.”27
While Coubertin quickly tempered his zeal for amateurism in the early nineteenth century, others
remained devoted to the concept. The most powerful and visible proponent of amateurism in the IOC
was the American IOC President Avery Brundage. Brundage, a former Olympic track and field athlete
himself, adhered to an idealized definition of amateurism as a countermeasure against the degenerate and
decadent characteristics of modern society. By the time he ascended to the IOC Presidency in 1952,
Brundage believed that the Olympic Movement possessed “the seeds of its own destruction” in the form
of commercialization and public subsidization of sport. Brundage referred to the abstract principles
enumerated by Coubertin at the end of the nineteenth century as gospel, arguing that Coubertin “did not
revive the Games as a commercial enterprise for profit, nor to entertain the public.”28 As such, Brundage
differed from Coubertin by considering amateur statutes as explicit and unambiguous rules to be
administered by the IOC and upheld to the letter - an état de fait. He was shocked that others, both within
the IOC and outside, could believe otherwise, arguing that a strict line divided amateur from professional
sport and that the meaning of amateurism was eternal and not to be altered by the increasing
commercialization and professionalization of sport and everyday life, writing, “amateurism is amateurism
and will always be and no one can alter it.”29 Brundage described sport as an avocation that required a
separate vocation to provide any value to the athlete. In the President’s mind, “those whose vocation is
connected with sport, thus giving them either physical or financial advantages, must be excluded.”30 By
being true amateurs who practiced their sport out of their love for the sport and through the cultivation of
self-mastery, Olympic athletes adhered to the principles of fair play and sportsmanship and thus fostered
“honesty, justice, impartiality, integrity and human dignity.” 31 Without amateurism, writes historian of
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the Olympic Movement Otto Schantz, “the Olympic ideals, as Brundage saw them, would collapse like a
house of cards.”32
Alpine skiing posed a unique problem to the IOC’s amateur statutes from the very outset. At the
1936 Winter Olympic Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, where Alpine events were contested for the first
time, a number of skiers were disqualified as professionals because they served as ski instructors at
Alpine resorts. When the IOC rebooted the Olympic cycle after World War II, the FIS and the IOC
reached an uneasy accord, but accusations of professional status remained prominent. In the 1950s, the
amateur issue in Alpine skiing became more problematic as the sport gained in popularity. Winter sports
were particularly valuable commercially and given the staging of the Winter Games in the postwar era in
tourism-oriented Alpine communities such as St. Moritz, Cortina d’Ampezzo, Innsbruck, and Grenoble,
the Winter Games served as an advertisement for tourism at least as much as athletic championships. 33
As the primary leisure activity at postwar Alpine resorts, Alpine skiing was deeply implicated in this
commercialization, and skiers were caught between maintaining their amateur status and pursuing their
own economic interests. Most problematically, the marketability of skiers was directly related to their
performance in the most prestigious competitions. No competition carried more prestige, or more danger
of running afoul of amateur statutes, than the Winter Olympics in the Brundage era. The amateur
question gained more prominence as the Winter Games were televised, beginning with the 1956 Winter
Olympics at Cortina d’Ampezzo.34
Shortly after ascending to the presidency in 1952, Brundage contacted the president of the FIS,
Marc Hodler, to ask him to help root out professionalism in Alpine skiing. In his letter, Brundage
advocates shockingly Stalinist methods to eradicate professionalism in skiing, suggesting that public
examples be made in order to create a chilling effect:
Skiing is suffering from the same difficulties that we had here in the United States with Track and
Field Athletes, Swimmers, etc. twenty years ago. Every time one violation of the rules occurs and
is not stopped it leads to a score of others .The manner in which we managed to prevent practices
of this kind was by suspending two or three prominent athletes who were involved, some of them
innocently. The announcements with a full explanation were given to the newspapers. We then
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wrote a circular letter to all the large advertising agencies in the country acquainting them with
our rules, with the reason for them and with the disastrous affect on the competitors who had
been suspended. The advertising agencies were very cooperative and ninety percent of this
trouble has been eliminated in these sports in the United States.
In skiing there has been so much laxity and so much commercialization in the past that I am
afraid drastic measures will be needed to stop these practices. The newspapers will not give you
much publicity unless some prominent skier has been suspended. If you take this action in some
of the aggravated cases it will be brought to the attention of the public and the skiing world, and
if the statements that are released are carefully worded, I think most of your troubles will be
over.35
Thus, Brundage saw in skiing a particular threat to the Olympic Movement and his own ideals of
amateurism, leading him to advocate underhanded tactics to eliminate professionals.
The commercialization of the sport, the increased visibility offered by television, and the
connections between Alpine skiing and the tourism industry came to a head in the case of the Austrian
Alpine skier Toni Sailer, giving Brundage a very public chance to “make an example” of Alpine skiing.
The so-called “Blitz from Kitz” swept the gold medals in the Alpine events in Cortina and in the process
the handsome Austrian positioned himself as a lucrative property in the television age. A 1959 profile in
an American skiing magazine described Sailer as “a public idol… a fashion model for a German skiwear
firm… a Kitzbühel hotel owner and businessman.”36 Sailer starred in two skiing-themed movies that
attained wide release in 1958, Ein Stück vom Himmel (A Piece of Heaven) and Der schwarze Blitz (Black
Lightning). By 1959, Sailer was a worldwide celebrity, who supplemented his acting and hotel ventures
with a singing career, a memoir, and advertisements for Italian textiles, German ski apparel, and Austrian
fashion.
All of this activity quickly gained the attention of both the IOC and the FIS, and the IOC Archive
possesses a contemporary file over an inch thick full of press clippings detailing Sailer’s lifestyle and
business dealings. In skiing-obsessed Austria, Sailer was “bigger than James Dean” and sought to cash in
on his fame. Sailer defended himself against his prosecutors, telling an interviewer : “I am a free man...
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Figure 4: Advertisement for Sailertex fabric
I can buy a business, nicht?... Why shouldn’t an amateur skier make an investment? An investment makes
money. And a skier has to have money or he can’t ski!” The IOC and FIS were especially concerned by
the hotel he owned in his hometown of Kitzbühel. Sailer noted that a parcel of land was given to him as a
gift by the city of Kitzbühel and that the Austrian Ski Association raised no protests when informed of the
gift.37 The Sailer case exposed the ambiguity of the IOC’s amateur rules and the difficulty the IOC would
have in enforcing the rules in the postwar context, when sport and commerce were increasingly
interwoven. In Sailer’s mind, his money had not come from skiing directly (i.e., he was not paid to race),
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but rather came as ancillary benefits to his performance. The parcel of land was a gift from his
hometown, he was paid for his acting in his two films and not for his skiing, and he sold his image for
clothing advertisements. These developments were deeply troubling to the IOC and the FIS, whereas
Sailer believed no wrong had been done because he did not receive money for the act of skiing. In the
end, the IOC and the FIS made it apparent that Sailer would not be allowed to ski in the 1960 Winter
Olympic Games in Squaw Valley, California, forcing Sailer into (lucrative) retirement from international
amateur racing at age 24.
A similar dispute developed at the 1968 Winter Games held in Grenoble when the French Alpine
skier Jean-Claude Killy matched Sailer’s feat by capturing all three Alpine gold medals. Like Sailer,
Killy was implicated in a series of scandals concerning his amateur status; as the media began to promote
the Grenoble Games in late 1967 and early 1968, Killy appeared in an exclusive photo spread in Paris
Match magazine and around the same time, Killy was seen driving a new Porsche automobile. Killy was
cleared of wrongdoing in early 1968 when his father, a prominent hotelier in Savoy, certified that he had
purchased the vehicle for his son and the financial director of Paris Match, Hervé Mille, verified that the
magazine did not give Killy money or any other form of recompense for his exclusive photos.38 The
profusion of gifts to Alpine skiers and advertisements featuring their likenesses, combined with the
visibility of Jean-Claude Killy’s celebrity and wealth and what Brundage deemed the FIS’ broken
promises to cover ski manufacturers’ logos at the Grenoble Olympics led him to decide that the nature of
modern Alpine skiing was incompatible with the amateur ethic. Killy renounced his amateur status and
turned professional in May 1968, only three months after his historic victories in Grenoble, quickly
signing with the renowned sports agent Mark McCormack of International Management Group (IMG),
acting in films, and advertising a wide range of products including Chevrolet automobiles. While Killy
was no longer an amateur, Brundage interpreted these actions as verification that Alpine skiing could not
adhere to IOC amateur statutes and that Alpine skiers cynically used the Winter Olympics as a
springboard towards becoming professional and “selling out.”
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In the wake of the 1968 Games, Brundage set out to excise the “poisonous cancer” of Alpine
skiing from the Olympic program.39 He launched a campaign among IOC members to remove the sport,
combining two of Coubertin’s founding ideals - amateurism and universalism - to argue that Alpine skiing
was not of Olympic caliber. Brundage produced data showing that 89% of all medals won in Alpine
skiing events since the events were introduced in 1936 were won by representatives of only 5 of the
active 126 NOCs - France, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, and Italy. Brundage wrote that in spite of
skiers’ inflated sense of their own importance, “it seems that sliding down mountains is not the most
important sport in the world, and it is doubtful that it should be on the Olympic program.” He cited
anecdotal evidence from the press in which ski officials claimed that it was impossible to hold Alpine
competitions within the Olympic amateurism rules. As a result, “in nearly every Olympic Winter Games
this sport has been surrounded by scandal and this is inevitable as long as many of the racers, admittedly,
are in the employ, one way or another, of equipment manufacturers.”40
Brundage expressed his frustration with the state of affairs, as both private businesses and state
officials wished to benefit from victories in the highly visible and wildly popular Alpine events. He noted
with disdain a story in a French magazine that described the Winter Olympic Games as little more than “a
contest between Austria and France for the profitable American winter sport business.” 41 In the Alpine
lands, “a large proportion of the national income from tourism and manufacturing comes through the
sport of skiing” and crowds greeted victorious Alpine skiers as national heroes. As a result, “anyone who
seeks to enforce amateur regulations in these countries is an enemy of the state and is soon sidetracked.” 42
To Brundage, Alpine skiers were nothing more than “trained seals” in the “ski circus,” shuttling from the
Alps to the United States and then south to the Andes to follow the snow and the money, all with the
implicit sanction of the FIS, their NOCs, and even their national governments. 43 Brundage’s perceptions
certainly had a strong basis in truth. An internal report commissioned by the IOC in Fall 1971 included a
26-page list of skiers who had been depicted in advertisements for ski paraphernalia, including 23 Swiss
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skiers, 22 French skiers, and 16 Austrian skiers. The Americans (4), Italians (3), and Germans (2)
appeared in relatively few advertisements by comparison.44
For their part, Alpine skiing representatives had long argued that Alpine skiers were in a
particularly tough position in relation to the IOC’s amateur rules. While the IOC left the definition of
amateur status to the various international federations governing sport, the international federation had to
make their own rules consistent with the spirit of Olympism, often leading to miscommunication. In
1952, the FIS noted that Alpine skiing was a unique sport in that it was practiced “by an overwhelming
majority of the people taking interest in it,” in noted contrast to spectator sports like baseball in the
United States or football in Europe. At the same time, skiing is an expensive sport with high travel and
equipment costs. These prerequisites, combined with the exponential growth in the total number of skiers
in the postwar era, led to the rapid commercialization of the sport. At the individual level, the best skiers
usually grew up in the mountains as the sons and daughters of poor farmers and thus lived “under very
difficult financial conditions.” Because their parents were not wealthy enough to support them, these
skiers were forced to choose from a variety of unpalatable options: give up skiing, make money from
endorsements, or take up a “second profession” as a ski instructor. The latter choice brought its own
risks, as the FIS and especially the IOC often deemed ski instruction professional work.45
In 1968, as Brundage stepped up his campaign against Alpine skiing, the FIS sent a memo to the
IOC asking that the IOC recognize the exceptional circumstances facing skiers and authorize different
allowances for them. The FIS noted that Brundage often referred to amateur sport as an avocation, as
opposed to a vocation. They estimated that in each 168-hour week, the average athlete works 45-50
hours, sleeps and eats for 84 hours, and has at least 34 hours a week for sport, provided adequate training
facilities exist nearby. However, “with very few exceptions skiers do not enjoy such facilities. Everyday
training at home is not possible. Long journeys to suitable training areas are necessary.” This was also
the case in the matter of competitions, where for safety reasons the FIS mandated that each skier
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participate in three days of on course training plus an additional day for a “nonstop test” of the course.
When these four days of training were combined with the competition day, the skier was required to
sacrifice five days, not including travel to and from the competition site. As a result, the FIS argued that
by these time requirements for preparatory snow training away from home and for reconnaissance
and training on the courses and hills of each competition skiing clearly differs from all other
sports figuring on the program of the Olympic Games.46
As the protestations of the FIS suggest, the IOC’s ideal of amateurism was in fact infected with classbased assumptions. The reality of modern Alpine skiing was such that world-class skiers (often relatively
poor mountain-dwellers) did not have time to do anything other than train; their avocation had become
their vocation. Brundage himself recognized this fact, but instead of amending the IOC’s amateurism
rules, which he considered inviolable, he instead deemed Alpine skiing and the Winter Olympics to be
incompatible.
Based on IOC amateurism rules, these skiers would have to be independently wealthy to survive.
As it was, private and public funds filled the void. Some skiers capitalized on their fame and turned
professional at a young age, as both Toni Sailer and Jean-Claude Killy did. Others adopted skiing as their
vocation thanks to state support, while maintaining their amateur status. The Vice President of the FIS
and head of its eligibility committee, Björn Kjellström, noted in 1971 that because Alpine skiing either
directly or indirectly comprised a large proportion of economic production in the Alpine countries, high
performance was vital to both continued profit and to national identity. Either commercial interests
would support the sport, or state interests would.47 Brundage’s threat to ban the entire French and
Austrian Alpine skiing teams from the 1972 Winter Games in Sapporo because they pooled together
monies from ski manufacturers and tourism interests to support the team failed to recognize the reality of
modern Olympic sport and of Alpine skiing in particular. The French and Austrians funded their teams
through a combination of public funds, private donations, and support from manufacturers. Kjellström
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argued that this was no different from the massive state funding of Eastern Bloc nations, which Brundage
was not suggesting should be banned from the Games.48
In the end the IOC gave some ground to the FIS, agreeing in 1970 to allow skiers to appear in
advertisements, so long as the proceeds were funneled to the national ski associations and not to the
individual skiers. Similarly, after Brundage vacated the IOC Presidency in 1972, the IOC became less
interested in challenging the “ski pool” form of funding that combined private donations, contributions
from manufacturers, and state funds. As the 1970s progressed, more and more countries funded and
supplied their skiers through the pool method, while the Eastern Bloc continued to finance their skiers
entirely through state funds.
As Kjellström suggested, the modern Olympic Movement was undermined by a paradox.
Coubertin’s motto - Citius, Altius, Fortius - exhorted athletes to give their all to achieve great physical
feats. As the games advanced throughout the twentieth century, the realization of these feats required
more time and more money for cutting-edge training, equipment, and research. Alpine skiing exposed the
paradox of celebrating world-class performance and pure amateurism simultaneously earlier and more
forcefully than most sports given the unique nature of the sport - the necessary travel, the expenses, and
the relationship of the sport to lucrative economic production in mountainous areas. To realize great
achievements, modern athletes had to dedicate their lives to their discipline. The amateur debates
spearheaded by Brundage issued from two fundamentally different definitions of sport. Brundage, long a
member of the IOC and a competing athlete at the 1912 Olympic Games in Stockholm, considered the
Olympics to represent dedication to an avocation, which would allow athletes to cultivate discipline and
camaraderie. In the postwar era, the Olympics had become the most visible global stage for great
sporting feats, pushing athletes to train for the same reasons that Brundage had, but also to attain celebrity
and wealth. Because the postwar Olympics became such a global media event, economic interests
(advertisers and tourism advocates) and political interests (those who hoped to score political points
through athletic triumph) hoped to manipulate the Olympic Games for their own benefit.
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The second area in which Alpine skiing has posed problems to the Olympic Movement is in the
logistical realm. In his celebrated theorization of modern sport, Allen Guttmann argues that one of the
ways that modern sport differs from premodern sport is in the rationalization of its rules and conditions.
In order to measure athletes against one another, it is necessary to elaborate common rules and to create
uniform conditions to the greatest extent possible. Thus, the athletic field must be a controlled
environment to allow for the objective comparison of the performance of individual athletes and teams
against one another. With the establishment of sporting bureaucracies in the late nineteenth century and
the early twentieth century (such as the IOC and the international federations governing each sport) sports
became standardized and quantified. 49 The focus of modern sport on the “performance principle” led the
federations governing sport to attempt to eliminate any environmental variations that would give one
competitor an advantage over another. 50 As a result, sports have often moved indoors to eliminate
environmental influences; this occurred in the first half of the twentieth century for ice sports, which were
constantly endangered by warm temperatures and variations in ice quality.51
Alpine skiing posed a unique challenge to equal conditions of competition and the objectivity of
the performance principle in a number of ways. First, no Alpine skiing run was identical to any other.
There were great variations from competition to competition in the length of the course, the altitude
difference between start and finish, and the number of gates to be traversed. For example, the altitude
differential of the men’s downhill competition at the Winter Games ranged from 959 meters in 1936 to
840 meters in 1968; the course length was 3,461 meters in 1956 but only 2890 meters in 1968; and the
course in 1964 required skiers to traverse 11 gates, whereas the 1976 course counted 26 gates. 52 As a
result, there were no shared records that Alpine skiers could set; each competition was its own event and
the results of one competition could not be translated to other races and other contexts given the variation
in racing courses. Second, even on a given course, snow and terrain conditions varied widely throughout
the day and from racer to racer, as each subsequent skier altered the snow composition of the course.
Third, and finally, event organizers were left at the mercy of changing weather conditions. A warming
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trend would spell disaster for a ski race, as would a snow storm, surprisingly. Both types of weather
transformed the snow and terrain conditions, making it less uniform (though even the optimal conditions
would create a Alpine course that was far less uniform than a speed skating ring or a basketball court).
By the postwar era, race organizers agreed that the ideal conditions were cold and clear with plenty of
built up snow. That snow would then be packed tightly in the days before the race to create a relatively
uniform surface.
The earliest Winter Olympics suffered greatly from the vagaries of the mountain climate. The
1928 St. Moritz Winter Olympics, which took place before Alpine events were first contested, were
greatly disrupted by the weather. On the first day of competitions a massive storm blew through eastern
Switzerland, creating havoc for the ice hockey competitions. A few days later, a Föhn blew in and the
temperature never dropped below 10º Celsius, disrupting the (Nordic) ski races and the skating events.53
At the 50-kilometer ski race the event began with temperatures under -15º Celsius and ended with
temperatures over 20º Celsius.54 Weather had great potential to disrupt highly organized and tightly
scheduled events, causing much anxiety for the IOC and local organizers. The Italian organizing
committee for the 1956 Winter Olympics at Cortina d’Ampezzo commissioned a meteorological
observatory to study 27 years of climate data from 1924-1950 to determine the best 10-day period in
which to hold the Games, in hopes of guaranteeing the best possible weather conditions. 55 As the 1956
Games showed, however, even the most prudent of plans could go awry. Cortina managed less than two
feet of snow in the three weeks preceding the opening of the Games, producing dangerously icy
conditions on the Alpine skiing courses. Three Russian racers were severely injured in pre-race training,
showing that weather variations were not only a logistical annoyance, but a source of great danger.56
Thanks to the variations in climate that negatively affected Alpine races, the organizers of three
Winter Games staged in the Alps - Cortina d’Ampezzo in 1956, Innsbruck in 1964, and Grenoble in 1968
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- engineered optimal course conditions by enlisting the army to transport snow from high up the
mountains to the racing courses. The most striking of these gambits was the 1964 “miracle of
Innsbruck.” The site of the men’s downhill competition, the Patscherkofel, lay at 1100 meters altitude
and by the end of December 1963 had received very little snow. With the Games set to begin in early
February 1964, the Austrian government allowed the Austrian organizing committee to mobilize over 300
soldiers, policemen, and firemen over the course of three weeks to transport 9000 cubic meters of snow
from the Gschnitztal, over 15 kilometers away. At Axamer Lizum, which hosted all other Alpine skiing
events, 650 soldiers put in 72,000 man-hours to move 6650 cubic meters of snow onto the course. In
both cases, the entire course was covered with a six-to-eight inch layer of snow in order to guarantee the
best possible competition conditions, in defiance of the climate. 57
The attempt to rationalize Alpine skiing courses led not only to climatic engineering, but also
environmental engineering. Beginning with the 1956 Winter Games, the human manipulation of the
natural environment became a vital part of preparation for the Winter Olympic Games. In preparation for
the slalom events at Cortina, the organizers felled 120 trees and detonated 1200 mines to move over 2200
cubic meters of rock in order to make the runs wide enough to meet international standards.58 The
Austrian organizing committee used over 6400 kilograms of explosives in 1961 and 1962 to prepare the
skiing areas (both Alpine and Nordic) and the the bobsled track for the 1964 Winter Games and the
Austrian army cut down approximately 7500 trees just to prepare the backup downhill course, the
Götzener Abfahrt. 59 Thus, the organizing committees fought a constant battle against the environment
and the elements in the pursuit of optimum competition conditions. As a modern sport, Alpine skiing
needed to be rationalized and bureaucratized, but the vagaries of climate and topography meant that the
rationalization of the sport could be pushed only so far, causing great frustration among IOC members.
These frustrations were compounded by the difficulty of hosting a world-class “mega-event” in
mountain communities. The first Winter Olympic Games in Chamonix in 1924 were successful in
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establishing the Winter Games cycle and in showing winter sporting events to be of great public interest.
In 1925, the IOC decided that the Second Olympic Games would be awarded to Switzerland, and
contacted the communities of St. Moritz, Davos, and Engelberg to gauge their interest. While all three
communities saw the potential economic benefits of hosting the Games, there was also much trepidation.
When representatives of Davos received a version of the contract that it would be expected to uphold if
awarded the Games they expressed dismay at the economic risk hosting the event entailed. The
prospective contract was based upon the contract for the 1924 Winter Olympic Games (née Winter Sports
Week), which had based all administrative operations in Paris and only used Chamonix to stage the
competitions. As such, the 1924 Winter Olympics benefitted from the economic and political power of
the French capital.
The representatives of Davos wrote to the head of the Swiss Olympic Committee, William
Hirschy, in late 1925 to indicate that if their community could be assured of similar “moral and material
support” from the federal government in Bern that Chamonix received from Paris, that Davos would
gladly host the Games. Communities like Davos and St. Moritz counted less than 10,000 residents, yet
were exposed to the same financial risk as the bustling metropolises that hosted the Summer Games, such
as Paris (1924) and Amsterdam (1928). Davos’ representatives noted that there existed no large cities in
Central Europe that could feasibly host the winter sport festivals on their own. Further, hosting the
Winter Games would in fact be economically harmful to towns like Davos and St. Moritz because there
was no flexibility in terms of when the Games could be held. Due to weather conditions, the Winter
Games had to be held at the peak of the winter tourism season, when the best snow and ice conditions
prevailed. Hosting the Games would pose a major financial burden to the Alpine resort communities,
which had “a secure clientele” that would be forced out by the Winter Olympics at the height of the busy
season. The community of Davos thus viewed hosting the Games as a burden - a distraction from the
economic necessity of luring tourists and their money. As a result, the representatives of Davos declared
their interest in hosting the Games, so long as they could be assured that their risk would be minimized
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and that the financial burdens of hosting the event would be shared with the Swiss NOC and the Swiss
state.60
The representatives of Davos were thus conflicted about the meaning of hosting the Winter
Olympics. Although the Games would increase the visibility and prestige of their town, they also carried
great risk and presented numerous logistical difficulties that were exacerbated by the relatively small size
of the Swiss Alpine communities that possessed the requisite climate and terrain to host the Olympics.
The 1928 Games in St. Moritz and the 1932 Games in Lake Placid, New York both struggled with the
logistical problems of hosting large-scale athletic competitions in remote areas. The 1936 Winter Games
in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, which were backed by the Nazi state as a prestige project, eliminated much of
the financial risk that attended hosting the Winter Games, but logistical questions continued to plague the
organizers. The IOC looked positively upon Garmisch-Partenkirchen as a host site, given its central
location to most European countries and that it was well-served by transit connections via Munich. At the
same time, hosting the Winter Olympics was a tremendous logistical undertaking, as many thousands of
spectators had to be absorbed by the small Alpine community. On February 16, 1936, the day of the
closing ceremonies for the 1936 Games, the German government made careful preparations to host
between 70,000 and 80,000 spectators. In fact, approximately 140,000 people attended the closing
events, as 75,000 arrived from Munich by rail, 15,000 by bus, and 15,000 by automobile, as well as
35,000 more who were staying in Garmisch-Partenkirchen and the surrounding communities. 61
As the ice events began to be moved indoors or at least were held on outdoor artificial rinks, it
was the Alpine skiing events that posed the greatest logistical problems. Whereas popular events such as
ice hockey and figure skating could take place in indoor refrigerated ice rinks in an urban context, Alpine
skiing had to take place in the mountains, far from the highly developed infrastructure that served the
metropolises. Although the sporting infrastructure (not to mention hotel and transportation infrastructure)
often had multiple uses and could become a focus of local pride or a spur for economic development, just
as often the sporting infrastructure left in the wake of ephemeral mega-events became little more than a
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“bourgeois playground.” 62 Alpine skiing (along with less popular and less profitable sports such as
Nordic skiing, bobsled, and luge) dictated that the Winter Olympics be held in relatively small and remote
communities, requiring huge amounts of capital development.
One of the event organizers of the 1956 Winter Olympics in Cortina d’Ampezzo, summarized the
challenges of hosting the modern mega-event (and it was certainly a mega-event in the postwar television
era) in a small mountain community:
To suddenly increase capital investment , seeing that the Olympic Games are a passing event, is
not to be thought of, for Cortina’s economy must be based on a slow but constant development in
the touristic movement. This will certainly be facilitated by the Olympic Winter Games because
the mass of participants and enthusiasts who will flock to Cortina for this event cannot help but
take away a lasting memory of it and it will thus act as a means of propaganda. There is no doubt,
however, that there will be a slow dropping off in the following years and there will not be a
‘rush’ of visitors justifying a sudden increase in tourist facilities. 63
As a result, Cortina followed the example set by Garmisch-Partenkirchen in 1936, when tens of thousands
of visitors were accommodated over an hour away in Munich, and spread its visitors widely throughout
the surrounding countryside. Thus, we can see that although Avery Brundage believed that the 1968
Winter Games in Grenoble were launching a novel and objectionable era in Winter Olympic history by
spreading events, competitors, and spectators far afield in the Dauphiné, the unique logistical challenges
of the Winter Olympic Games had long required that all of the people involved in the Games be spread
widely throughout the environs of the host city.
The disgust with the “gigantism” of the Winter Games came to a head at the 1968 Winter
Olympics in Grenoble. The Austrian NOC advertised the 1964 Games in Innsbruck as the “Simple
Games,” yet still managed to spend over 100,000,000 Austrian Schillings to host the games. At Grenoble,
the price of the Games surpassed the highly symbolic number of 1 billion Francs, leading to outcries
about the enormous expense of the Games. The Grenoble games were 100 times more expensive than the
Innsbruck Games four years previous, and 1000 times more expensive than the 1948 Games hosted in St.
Moritz. The “grotesque” gigantism of the Grenoble Games extended beyond the price to the human
realm, as the competition gathered 1,500 competitors, 500 officials, 1,600 journalists, 1,500 radio and
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television personnel, and 19,000 support staff. A Swiss journalist calculated that for a single competing
athlete in Grenoble, there were 33 functionaries and two journalists.64 Despite being much larger than
Cortina d’Ampezzo, both Innsbruck and Grenoble similarly spread events and spectators throughout the
surrounding countryside, leading to a decentralized Winter Games that many deemed lacking the
necessary festive mood. A German summary of the Games described the Grenoble event as “six world
championships separated from one another geographically,” which together did not constitute the
Olympics. France staged a decentralized Olympia of “giant parking lots, empty streets, and television
sets positioned in every corner” in which the feeling of camaraderie was absent. In short, “the magic of
the Games was no longer perceptible.” 65
7. Conclusions
The Winter Olympics were thus a ripe target for criticism from both within and outside of the
IOC. At the 1968 Olympics, many of the problems that plagued the Winter Olympics, which can be
generally described as philosophical and logistical in nature, combined to produce a crisis. As a longtime
critic of the Winter Olympics and of Alpine skiing in particular, Avery Brundage believed that the
Grenoble Games proved that the Winter Olympics were unsalvageable and began a campaign to
discontinue the Winter Games or, at the very least, to excise the “cancer” of Alpine skiing from the
program. For it was Alpine skiing that either directly caused or epitomized many of the problems
plaguing the Olympic Games. The Alpine events lacked a universal character as the same five nations
dominated the medals podium every four years. As perhaps the most popular and the most visible of the
Winter Olympic sports, Alpine skiing was a ripe target for advertisements and commercialization, and the
unique circumstances that governed the sport made Alpine skiers especially open to receiving gifts and
sponsorships, contrary to the spirit and the letter of many IOC amateurism statutes. Simultaneously, the
Alpine skiing events were logistically difficult to stage, given the dependence of the sport upon volatile
weather conditions and suitable terrain, which was only available at great distances from the areas that
would be best suited to host a two-week-long mega-event that attracted hundreds of thousands of visitors,
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such as the Winter Olympics. As a result, Alpine skiing was the most prominent sport to force the Winter
Olympics to be held in small villages and regional cities that critics deemed less than ideal hosts for such
an event.
In the broader view, the relationship between Alpine skiing and the Winter Olympics traces the
history of the Olympic Movement in an era of profound change. Historian Barbara Keys argues that in
the 1930s that the Olympics became a truly international event that was less dependent on national
contexts than on “distant, transnational influences.”66 While Keys focuses especially on the changes that
occurred at the 1932 Games in Los Angeles and the 1936 Games in Berlin (and with good reason), the
1936 Winter Games in Garmisch-Partenkirchen also signaled a new era. These games were profoundly
international, but also signaled the shift of the Winter Olympic Games from a lesser event on the Olympic
calendar to one that formed an important half of the Olympic Movement. Over two weeks 619,000
spectators attended the events at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, an increase of many orders over the previous
iterations of the Winter Games. Although the Winter Olympics became internationally viable in 1936,
they remained caught in a tension between their importance and the constraints imposed by the sports
staged at the Winter Games. The Summer Games have no events of similar popularity and prominence
that have the number of environmental and climatic constraints on where and when they can be staged as
Alpine skiing does.
From 1936 onward, the Olympic Movement as a whole grappled with the friction between the
modern, international, commercial character of the modern Games and the abstract principles enumerated
by Pierre de Coubertin (and zealously defended by the likes of Avery Brundage). Questions of
amateurism, commercialism, and the gigantism of the event fueled debates until the 1984 Games in Los
Angeles, orchestrated by Peter Ueberroth, officially inaugurated a new Olympic era marked by ubiquitous
and sanctioned commercialism. In the case of the Winter Olympics these debates reached their climax at
the 1968 Winter Games, where Avery Brundage sought to make an example of excessively venal Alpine
skiers in order to preserve his vision of Coubertin’s purely amateur Olympic Movement. Following many
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struggles from 1968 to 1972, the IOC and the FIS reached a number of uneasy accords, and after
Brundage stepped down from the IOC Presidency in 1972, Alpine skiers and Olympic organizers found
the subsequent IOC administrations to be more understanding of the unique challenges that faced winter
athletes.
In short, the struggle over Alpine skiing and the Winter Olympics was a long process of
synthesizing modern sport - and Alpine skiing and winter sports as a whole were especially modern in
both provenance and ethos - with Coubertin’s principles, which many, including Brundage, considered
eternal and inviolable. The process was often painful and contentious, but without it, Alpine skiing and
many other popular Olympic sports would have had great difficulty meeting the stringent standards set by
the IOC. On the other hand, the Winter Olympics would have lost much of its luster if the IOC eliminated
one of its marquee events. Thus, the era from 1936 to 1972 represents a prolonged period of negotiation
between the modern nature of Alpine skiing and the ancient Olympic spirit, as interpreted by Coubertin,
Brundage, and others. Both the sport of skiing and the Olympic movement benefitted from one another in
this synthesizing process.
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